Comparison of angioscopy and angiography for monitoring infrainguinal bypass vein grafts: results of a prospective randomized trial.
This study was designed to determine whether, in primary infrainguinal bypass grafts in which only saphenous vein is used as the graft conduit, routine monitoring with intraoperative angioscopy can improve early graft patency as compared with standard monitoring with intraoperative completion angiography; and to delineate the advantages and disadvantages of these two modalities and their respective roles for the routine monitoring of the infrainguinal bypass graft. A total of 293 patients undergoing primary saphenous vein infrainguinal bypass grafting were prospectively randomized and monitored with either completion angioscopy or completion angiography. Clinical parameters, indications for operation, graft anatomy, and configuration were evenly matched in both groups. Forty-three bypasses were excluded from the study after randomization, including 12 veins randomized to angiogram, deemed inferior, and prepared with angioscopy. In the 250 bypass grafts (angioscopy 128, angiography 122) there were 39 interventions (conduit, 29; anastomosis, 8; distal artery, 2), 32 with angioscopy and 7 with angiography (p < 0.0001). Twelve (4.8%) of the 250 grafts failed in less than 30 days, four (3.1%) of 128 in the angioscopy group and eight (6.6%) of 122 in the angiography group (p = 0.11 by one-sided hypothesis test). Although no statistical improvement in the proportions of failures in primary saphenous vein bypass grafts routinely monitored with completion angioscopy rather than the standard completion angiogram was demonstrated, the study delineates a trend that favors completion angioscopy for routine vein graft monitoring and demonstrates the advantages of angioscopy in preparing the optimal vein conduit.